= length of test section = distance in the radial direction = Reynolds number based on particle diameter = DpGo/v = radius of tower = temperature = temperature at the center axis = temperature at the exit of the bed = temperature at the inlet of the bed = apparent wall temperature extrapolated from temperature profile in the interior tb =temperature at r-Rw--Dp Tw = temperature at the wall W = width of 2-dimensional bed y =kerL/CpGoRu,2 z = distance in the axial direction
= DpGo/v = radius of tower = temperature = temperature at the center axis = temperature at the exit of the bed = temperature at the inlet of the bed = apparent wall temperature extrapolated from temperature profile in the interior tb =temperature at r-Rw--Dp Tw = temperature at the wall W = width of 2-dimensional bed y =kerL/CpGoRu,2 z = distance in the axial direction
Greek Letters a/3 = ratio of the rate of lateral movement of fluid to the flow rate in the interior of the bed av = ratio of the rate of fluid displacement normal to the wall to the flow rate in the near-wall region ew = void fraction in the near-wall region $ = nondimensional radial distance = r/Rw y] -nondimensional axial distance = z/Rw 
Introduction
In the course of drying of wet granular materials, a period of constant drying rate is observed in most cases.
It is usually stated that the rate of evaporation from the beds of such fine granular materials as clay is equal to that from a free water surface during the period of constant rate. In the case of relatively coarse granular materials such as sand, however, it was shown by Ceaglskeu that these rates are slightly different each other. Shishkov20 also reported that such an equality did not hold under a severe drying condition.
Nevertheless, difference between the above two rates of evaporation is sufficiently small for granular materials of practical interest.
In explaining the constant drying rate, it has been assumed that the ratio of wet surface area to the sectional area of the beds remains constant during the concerned period, even though the moisture concentration decreases and pores at the surface increase with the time elapse. In most cases it has also been assumed that the surface of granular material is completly covered with a water film during this period.
In the drying of granular, non-hygroscopic materials such as sand or glass spheres, liquid water within the beds is drawn to the evaporating plane by a capillary action. The menisci at the surface must then have smaller radii of curvature than those in the interior of * Received on June 29, 1967 26 the beds, and there may be a dried region above each surface of the non-hygroscopic solid particles as shown in Fig. 1 .
The water evaporating from the surface is necessarily replaced by the air which enters the beds through large pores at the surface, and then there must be vacant pores at the surface of the solids being dried.
In other words, the evaporation takes place from the discontinuous menisci at the surface of the beds during the constant drying rate period, the ratio of the area of the menisci to the drying surface decreases with decreasing surface moisture concentration.
Heat and mass transfer from such a discontinuous source also occur in the other unit operations such as Fig It is the object of this paper to solve the problem of mass transfer from a discontinuous surface to the fluid flowing over the surface, and to explain the drying mechanism of granular materials during the constant drying rate period.
Problem of mass transfer from a continuous surface to a fluid is fairly well understood based on the boundary layer theory in hydrodynamics. In studying mass transfer from discontinuous source therefore, it may be helpful to extend the analytical procedure already used in success for the continuous surface.
However, it is very difficult to solve the boundary layer problems in such a case, because the boundary conditions for the partial differential equations are highly complicated.
In this paper, analytical as well as approximate solutions of mass transfer from a discontinuous source will be given for some simplified models of the boundary layers over the surface.
Stagnant Boundary Film
Let us consider a case of mass transfer from a layer of static fluid immediately adjacent to the surface of granular beds.
This stagnant boundary film, as illustrated in Fig. 2 , is the simplest model of a boundary layer over the granular beds being dried.
When the mass fluxes within the layer are approximated to be two-dimensional, the equation of vapor concentration distribution at a steadystate becomes dx dy Boundary conditions for the layer enclosed by dotted lines in Fig. 2 . are C-Ca at y=d C=C, at 31=0, 0<x<0D/2
where d is the thickness of the layer, D is the unit length of the discontinuous sources, which is taken equal to the diameter of granular particles, 0 is the fraction of wet area, Cs and Ca are vapor concentrations of the air at the water menisci and in the drying air flow, respectively.
By introducing the dimensionless varialbles
The mass transfer coefficient may be calculated from the following equation
for a free surface under the same condition is given by
where 6** is the solution of the Eq.(3) under the condition of 0=1.0. The ratio of the apparent mass transfer coefficient of the discontinuous source to that of the free surface becomes The Eqs. (3) and (4) are characterized by two dimensionless parameters d/D and 0. Accordingly the ratio of mass transfer coefficients, kg/k°g, depends only on these two parameters.
Its functional form is given by 
Boundary Film with Fluid Flow
General equations
As second model, a boundary film with a fluid flow within it will be considered under the following assumptions. where the dimensionless parameter JV was defined as «=^Sr . .
<»>
The averaged mass transfer coefficient is given by
The mass transfer coefficient at the free water surface 
and (17) are characterized by the dimensionless parameter N9 the number of the discontinuous sources n, the dimensionless velocity profile V(y) and the fraction of wetted area <f>. In general, the solution consists of two parts; a periodic solution for the fully developed potential distribution at large Xy and an entrance solution at small Xwhich disappears at large X. If the total length of the discontinuous surface X=nN is sufficiently large, the potential distribution 0(X, Y) may be approximated by the periodic solution, and the effect of the number n on the ratio of mass transfer coefficient becomes negligible.
On the other hand, if the concentration boundary layer is not fully developed, then the thickness of the film d has no effect on the entrance solution at small X, and the ratio of the mass transfer coefficient also does not depend on the thickness 8, nor on the dimensionless number N. Thus at large X the mass transfer coefficient depends on N,0 and V(Y), whereas at small X on n,0and V(Y). In the following sections Eqs.(12), These equations were solved using the digital computer HITAC-5020E.The results for small X are presented in Fig.4 and those for large X in Fig. 5 . It can be seen from these figures that the mass trans- The ratio of the mass transfer coefficients for 72=1.0 in the entrance region is given as:
Kg A comparison of these solutions by the penetration theory with our asymptotic solutions is made in Tables   1 and 2 under the same conditions as in Fig. 4 . Good agreement is seen from these tables. Table 3 .
The coefficients A's and B's may be found by the iteration method.
The mass transfer coefficient is obtained from the following equation 
Discussions and Conclusions
In this paper, solutions for the mass transfer from the discontinuous source were presented on the basis of the For a small Schmidt number, on the other hand, the velocity within the boundary film can not be approximated by the linear profile, but the model of piston flow velocity profile may be used as a limiting case. When the behaviour of the fluid flow over the solid surface is not well understood, the model of the stagnant boundary film may be used for a rough estimate of the mass transfer coefficient. This stagnant film is also considered as a model for the diffusion from discontinuous surface in the lateral direction to the fluid flow. From the results of the calculation for these models, it is shown that the relation of mass transfer coefficient to the fractional area of the discontinuous source is affected by the dimensionless parameters N, n and d/D.
Under the usual drying conditions, the particle diameter D is sufficiently small compared with the thickness of the boundary film 3 (D<Cd), and the parameter N is small and the parameters n and d/D are large. In such cases, it was shown that the decrease of fractional area of wetted surface has little effect on the mass transfer coefficient, and the mass transfer coefficient at the surface of the granular beds can be approximated by that of the free water surface (except in the case of small <f). This result is considered as one of the reasons why the drying rate remains constant during the initial dry-V 01.1 NO.1 1968 ing period of granular beds3\ 
